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An Application of Graph Theory to Additive Number Theory
NOGA ALON* AND P. ERDOS
A sequence of integers A = {a l < az< ... < an} is a B~k ) sequence if the number of representa-
tions of every integer as the sum of two distinct a,s is at most k. In this note we show that every
B~k) sequence of n terms is a union of C~k ) • n l /3 B~I) sequences, and that there is a B~k ) sequence
of n terms which is not a union of C~k). n l / 3 B~I) sequences. This solves a problem raised in
[3,4]. Our proof uses some results from extremal graph theory. We also discuss some related
problems and results .
Sidon called a finite or infinite sequence of integers A = {a l < a2< . .. } a B~k) sequence
if the number of representations of every integer as the sum of two distinct a jS is at most
k: In particular he was interested in Bill, or, for short, B2 sequences, i.e. the case where
all the sums a j + aj are distinct.
Let fn denote the maximal cardinality of a B2 subsequence of {I, 2, .. . , n} . Turan and
Erdos proved [5]
n l / 2 - O(n 5/ 16 ) <f" < n l / 2+ O(n l / 4 ) . (1)
The lower bound of (1) was also proved by Chowla. Let H; denote the largest r such
that every sequence of n integers contains a B2 subsequence of cardinality r. Komlos,
Sulyok and Szemeredi [6] proved a general theorem which implies
(2)
where c is an absolute constant. By (I) c~ 1, and maybe,
H; = (1 + o(1»n l / 2•
This does not seem to be easy to prove.
Let H~k) denote the largest r such that every B~k) sequence of n integers contains a B 2
subsequence of cardinality r. In [3] an infinite B~2) sequence which is not the union of
a finite number of B2 subsequences is constructed. A similar construction shows that
there exists a B~2) sequence of n terms with no B 2 subsequence of cardinality ~ c - n2/ 3
(see [4]) . Thus
(3)
In this note we prove
THEOREM 1. Every B~k) sequence of n terms is a union of C~k) • n 1/3 B 2 sequences/On
the other hand, by (3) there is a B~k) sequence of n terms which is not a union of C~k) • n l / 3
B2 sequences.
At the moment we cannot strengthen this result to (C~k)+o(l)n 1/3. It is perhaps interest-
ing to observe that the dependence on k is so weak. Note that Theorem 1 implies that
(4)
This solves a problem raised in [3,4].
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Since (3/c)(n-c' n2/3)1/3+1~(3/c)nl/3,repeated applica-
tion of (4) implies the assertion of Theorem 1 (with C~k) = 3/ C~k». We thus have to prove
(4). Let A ={a l < a2 < ... < an} be a B~k) sequence. Let G = (V, E) be a 4-uniform hyper-
graph on the set of vertices V ={I, 2, ... , n} where {i,j, I, m} is an edge if a, + aj = a/ + am'
The number of edges of G is clearly <!(k-1) . G)~~(k-1) . n2• Note that if Fr:;;. V is
independent, (i.e. no edge of G is contained in F), then {af;!E F} is a B2 subsequence
of A. Thus we have to show that G contains an independent subset of size > c(k) . n2/ 3 •
This follows either from the known results about Turan's problem for hypergraphs (see,
e.g. D. de Caen [1, inequality (5)]) or from an easy application of the probabilistic
method. Indeed, choose every vertex in V independently with probability c· n -1/3 to
obtain a subset U of V of cardinality (c + o( 1) . n2/ 3 containing ~ (( k -1)/ 4+
0(1)c4 • n2/ 3 edges. F is obtained from U by deleting one vertex from each such edge.
If c = c(k) is chosen appropriately we clearly obtain the desired result. This completes
the proof.
Using a similar, though somewhat more complicated, probabilistic argument we can
show that the analogue of (4) holds also for infinite sequences, namely:
THEOREM 2. Every infinite B~k) sequence A = {a l < a2 < ... } contains a B2 subsequence
C such that for every n ;;. 1
(5)
OUTLINE OF PROOF. For i;;. 1 choose, independently, a, with probability c/ i l / 3 to get
a sequence D ={dl < d2< ... }. A quadruple {d j , dj , d, dm } of elements of D is bad if
d, + dj = d, + d.; Let C be the subsequence of A obtained from D by deleting the largest
element of every bad quadruple. Obviously D is a B2 sequence.
Easy estimates of the expected values and the variances of the random variables
ID n {at. ... , an}1 and I{ Q: Q is a bad quadruple in D n {at. ... , annl show that if c = c(k)
is sufficiently small, then, with positive probability, (5) holds for all n = 2'. This implies
the validity of (5) (with a smaller constant C(k» for all n > o.
Another property of B~k) sequences is given in the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. Every (finite or infinite) B~k) sequence is a union ofc = c(k) subsequences,
each of which contains no arithmetic progression of three terms.
PROOF. Let A ={at < a2 < ... } be a B~k) sequence. Let G = (V, E) be a 3-uniform
hypergraph on the set of vertices V ={I, 2, ... } in which {i, j, I} is an edge if a,+ aj = Za;
We must show that V can be covered by c(k) independent subsets. Let H be an induced
subgraph of G on r vertices. Clearly H contains at most r· k edges and hence contains
a vertex of degree at most 3k. Thus, by an easy induction, the vertices of any finite
subgraph of G can be partitioned to ~ 3k + 1 independent subsets. This proves the theorem
for finite sequences. The infinite case follows, by the compactness principle.
Similar to Theorem 1 is the following.
THEOREM 4. Every B~k) sequence ofn terms is a union ofC~k) . n 1/(2k-l) B~k-I) subsequen-
ces. On the other hand if k = 25 there exists a B~k) sequence ofn terms which is not the union
of C;k) . n 1/(2k-l) B~k-I) subsequences.
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PROOF. The first part of the theorem is proved as before. For the second part, we
consider the following construction. Put n = m2 k - l • Let Ao,A lo A 2, ••• , As be disjoint sets
of integers, IAi l=m2' . Let G=(V,E) be the complete (s+l)-uniform (s+l)-partite
hypergraph on the classes of vertices A o, ... ,As> i.e. V = U;~o A and E consists of all
(s+ l)-subsets of V having exactly one element from each A, Clearly lEI =rr., IAI = n.
For each edge e E E, put a; = LVEe IOv. One can easily check that A = {ae ; e E E} is a B~k)
sequence of n terms. A standard hypergraph theoretic argument (analogous to that of
[2]) shows that every subgraph of G of more than c(k)n l - I / ( 2 k - 1) = c(k)m 2 k - 2 edges
contains a copy of a complete (s + l)-partite hypergraph with 2 vertices in each class.
Therefore for every subsequence D of A of more than c(k)n l - I / ( 2 k - 1) terms there are
a:, a~EAj (O~ i~s) such that all the 2s+ 1 numbers L;=o lOa:' (eiE{I,2}) are in D, and
hence D is not a B~k-l) sequence. Thus no B~k-I) subsequence of A has cardinality
> c(k)n l - I / ( 2k - l ) and the assertion of the theorem follows.
It seems likely that every sequence of n terms is a union of (1 + 0(l)n l / 2 B2 -
subsequences, but this seems to be very difficult, (and would imply, of course, that
c = 1+ o(l) in (2». However, one can easily modify the proof of the lower bound of (1)
to show that {I, 2,. ", n} is a union of (1 + 0(1»n l / 2 B2-sequences.
The method of this note implies easily that for every e > 0 there exists a c = c( e) such
that the sequence {I, 22, 32, 42, ••• , n2} contains a B2-subsequence of cardinality c· n2/ 3 - e •
We do not know how close this bound is to the truth. Maybe n2/ 3 - e can be replaced by
n l - e • However, by Landau's well known result on the density of the sums of two squares
one can easily show an upper bound of c'· njOog n)I/4 for this cardinality.
We conclude this note with another problem. Call an (infinite) sequence {a l < a2< ... }
free if for any two distinct sets of indices I, ] LEI a j #-LjE] aj' Pisier was interested in a
condition that guarantees that a sequence A is a union of a finite number of free
subsequences. He observed that a necessary condition is:
There exists a 8> 0 such that every finite subsequence B of A
has a free subsequence C of cardinality ~ 81BI.
It seems unlikely that (6) is also sufficient. However, we could not find any counterexample.
One can formulate, of course, the analogous problem for B2 sequences.
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